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ABSTRACT. - We construct Brownian motion on a class of fractals which 
are spatially homogeneous but which do not have any exact self-similarity. 
We obtain transition density estimates for this process which are up to 
constants best possible. 

RI%JMB. - Nous construisons un mouvement Brownien sur une classe 
de fractals homogenes en espace mais n’ayant pas d’exacte propriete 
d’auto-similar&5 Nous obtenons des estimees du noyau de transition de ce 
processus qui sont, 5 une constante pres, les meilleures possibles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is now a fairly extensive literature on the heat equation on fractal 
spaces, and on the spectral properties of such spaces. Most of these papers 
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treat sets F which have exact self- similarity, so that there exist l-l 
contractions +i; : F + F such that &(F) n q!~~ (F) is (in some sense) small 
when i # j, and 

In the simplest cases, such as the nested fractals of Lindstrgrn [18], F c Rd, 
the +i are linear, and $i (F) II $j (F) is finite when i # j. For very regular 
fractals such as nested fractals, or Sierpinski carpets, it is possible to 
construct a diffusion X, with a semigroup Pt which is symmetric with 
respect to ,Y, the Hausdorff measure on F, and to obtain estimates on the 
density pt(z, y) of Pt with respect to 1-1. In these cases (see [3, 151) there 
exist constants d,, d, (called, following the physics literature, the walk and 
spectral dimensions of F) such that 

Pt(X, y> I CKdSf2 

TV (O,l),x,y,~F, 

(1.2) 

with a lower bound of the same form but different constants. Here (5 - yJ 
is the Euclidean metric in R2. 

In the mathematical physics literature, the main interest is not in regular 
fractals, (except as models), but in irregular objects such as percolation 
clusters, which are believed to exhibit “fractal” properties. It is therefore 
of interest to investigate the extent to which bounds such as (1.2) hold for 
less regular sets with some “fractal” structure. 

In this paper we will study a family of sets F, based on the Sierpinski 
gasket, which are locally spatially homogeneous, but which do not satisfy 
any exact scaling relation of the form (1.1). To give the essential flavour 
of our results we consider a fractal first discussed in [lo]. Consider two 
regular fractals, the standard Sierpinski gasket SG(2) and a variant SG(3) - 
see Figure 1. Each of these sets may be defined by 

where (for a = 2 or 3) F, is obtained from Fnel by subdividing each 
triangle in F,-I into a2 smaller triangles, and deleting the ‘downward 
facing’ ones. Thus we can write F, = +(“)(F,-l) for a = 2,3. (A more 
precise definition of the maps @Cal is given in Section 2.) 

Let Z = (2, 3}N, and let e = (I’, . . .) E E; we call 5 an environment 
sequence. Given E we can construct a set F(c) = n,FiE) where we use En to 
determine which construction to use at level n: we have FiE) = @(fn)F$l. 
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FIG. 1. - The first stages in the construction of SG(2) and SG(3). 

Unless the sequence [ is periodic F (c) does not have any exact scaling 
property, but it is spatially homogeneous in the sense that all triangles of 
a given size in F(c) are identical. Figure 2 shows the first 3 levels in the 
construction of the set F associated with the sequence < = (2: 3,2, . ..). 

FIG. 2. - The first three levels of a scale irregular Sierpinski gasket 

A previous paper by one of us [lo] considered the case when the 
environment sequence [ was a sequence of i.i.d. random variables; the sets 
obtained were called ‘homogeneous random Sierpinski gaskets’. We use a 
different term here, as the sets studied in this paper are not necessarily 
random. An example of such a scale irregular Sierpinski gasket was 
discussed in Section 9 of [lo]. We also remark that if, at each level, one 
chooses a different (random) procedure for subdividing each small triangle, 
then one obtains an example of the random recursive fractals studied in [ 191, 
and that diffusions on some sets of this type are studied in [ 111. 
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For the case described above our main results take the following form. 
For a = 2,3 write (I,, m,, ta) for the length, mass and time scaling factors 
(see [18]) associated with SG(a). Here (see [lo]) we have (1s, m2, t2) I 
(2,3,5) and (Zs, m3, t3) = (3,6,90/7). Let LO = MO = To = 1, and set 
for n 2 1, 

There is a natural ‘flat’ measure p on F = F(e) which is characterised by 
the property that it assigns mass Ml1 to each triangle in F of side L;l. 
In section 3 we will construct a p-symmetric diffusion Xt, with semigroup 
Pt, on F. We do this analytically, by constructing a regular local Dirichlet 
form & on L’(F,p). Here we follow the ideas of [16], [14], [8]; though 
the arguments of these papers do not directly cover the case treated here, 
they can be adapted without difficulty to our situation. 

Once we have constructed Pt, we can prove the existence of a density 
pt (z, y) with respect to p, and obtain bounds on p,, by using similar 
techniques to those developed for regular fractals in [3], [7]. 

To maintain consistency with notation for more general SGs introduced 
later, set B, = L, and let 

d,(n) = logTn/log&, d,(n) = 2logMJlogT,, (1.4) 

and for n, m 2 0 set 

Ic = k(m, n) = inf{j 1 0 : T,+.j/B,+j 2 T,/B,). (1.5) 

Note that k(m,n) = 0 if m > n, and that if m < n then n < m+lc(m, n) < 
co. 

THEOREM 1.1. - (a) Pt has a continuous density p, (x, y) with respect to p. 
(b) There exist constants cl, 122, c3, c4 (not depending on [) such that if 
L;l 5 1x - y) < L,L1, T;l 5 t < T,-_, then 

( ( 
-c2 Ix _ y(dw(m+w li(d,(m+k)--l) 

pt(x, y) < ~t-~“(“)/~ exp 
t > > 

) (1 6) 

and 

pt(x, y) 1 ~3t-~“(“)/~ exp 
( ( 

-c4 lx _ y(dw(m+k) 

> 

ll(dw(m+k)-l) 

t > . 

. (1 7) 
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To understand these estimates intuitively first note that if En E a (where 
a = 2 or 3) then d,(n) z logt,/logl,, d,(n) - 2logm,/logt,, and we 
recover the estimates for the heat kernels on the fractals SG(2) and SGf3) 
obtained in 14, 151. For non-constant <, d,(n) and d,(n) are the ‘effective 
walk and spectral dimensions at level n’. For given t, z, y, let m; n be as 
in the Theorem, so that T;’ M t and L&l M 12 - y I. 

If m _> n then /,$m, n) = 0, and the term in the exponential is of order 
1, so that 

pt(x, y) x t-d.(“)/2 M AI,. 

Since ~(3 : 12 - y( 5 L;l} M n/r,l, it follows that in time T;’ the 
diffusion X moves a distance O(L;l). 

If m < n, so that ]z - y( is large relative to t, then n < m + k, and 
the estimates (1.6), (1.7) involve the two ‘dimensions’ at different levels 
of the set. For the time factor we have d,(n) as before, but the exponent 
&,(m + Ic) involves the structure of F at a level finer than either the ‘space 
level’ m or the ‘time level’ 7~. In both cases we see that the heat kernel at 
time t is not greatly affected by structures in the set F which appear at a 
length scale finer than L;yk; that is by & for i _> m + k. 

In Section 6 we consider the case when d,(n) and d, (rb) converge to 
limits d, and d, respectively, and in Theorem 6.1 we show that the bounds 
given in Theorem 1.1 can be written in terms of the limiting dimensions 
with correction terms. It is worth noting that we only obtain bounds of the 
form (1.2) if the convergence of d,(n) and d,(n) is essentially as fast as 
possible. (See Theorem 6.2 and the remark following). 

If the environment sequence & are i.i.d. random variables, then it is 
clear that d,(n) and d,( n converge a.s. In this case the results we obtain ) 
improve and extend those obtained in [lo]; see Corollary 6.3 for the exact 
correction functions hidden by the E used in that paper. 

In Section 2 we define the fractal F, and set up our notation. The 
construction of the process is outlined in Section 3, where we also establish 
the key inequalities involving the Dirichlet form E. Sections 4 and 5 
deal with the transition density estimates, which lead to our main results 
Theorems 4.5 and 5.4, of which Theorem 1.1 is a special case. In Section 6 
we look at some examples, and in Section 7 we use (1.6), (1.7) to estimate 
the eigenvalue counting function N(X). 

2. SCALE IRREGULAR SIERPINSKI GASKETS 

As the building blocks for our scale irregular Sierpinski gaskets will all 
be nested fractals, we begin by recalling from Lindstrom [ 181 the definition 
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of a nested fractal. See [ 181 for a fuller account of the motivation and 
definitions. 

For a > 1, an a-similitude is a map $I : RD -+ RD such that 

$qz) = a-W(z) + 20, (2.1) 

where U is a unitary, linear map and 20 E RD. Let @ = {Qr, . . . , $I~} be 
a finite family of o-similitudes. For B c Iwn, define 

and let 

(P,(B) = cp 0.. .o a+?). 

By Hutchinson 1121, the map @ on the set of compact subsets of iRD has a 
unique fixed point F, which is a self-similar set satisfying F = a(F). 

As each 4,; is a contraction, it has a unique fixed point. Let F’ be the 
set of fixed points of the mappings r,!~~, 1 5 i 5 m. A point z E F’ is 
called an essential j7xed point if there exist i, j E { 1, . . . , m}, i # j and 
y E F’ such that $i(z) = @j(y). W e write FO for the set of essential 
fixed points. Now define 

$i,,...,i,(B) = VA, 0 ’ . . 0 @i,(B), B c RD. 

We will call the set ~,&,,...,i~(Fo) an .n-cell and y!~;,,.,.,i,(F) an n-complex. 
The lattice of jixed points F, is defined by 

Fn = %(Fo), (2.2) 

and the set F can be recovered from the essential fixed points by setting 

F = cZ(U;?~F,). 

We can now define a nested fractal as follows. 

DEFINITION 2.1. - The set F is a nested fractal if 
(Al) (Connectivity) For any l-cells C and C’, 

ch,...,hn } satisfy: 
there is a sequence 

(C; : i = o,... , n} of l-cells such that CO = C, C, = C’ and 
CT-1 II ci # 0, i = 1,. . . ,n. 
(A2) (Symmetry) If 2, g E FO then reflection in the hyperplane Hz9 = (2 : 
]z - XI = ]z - 91) maps F,, to itself. 
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(A3) (Nesting) If {iI,. . . , in}, {ji, . . . , &} are distinct sequences then 

gi, .__.. i,, (~1 n tij, ,..., j,, (~1 = h, ,..., 7n (m n liiji . . . . . j,, (Fob 

(A4) (Open set condition) There is a non-empty, bounded, open set V such 
that the &(V) are disjoint and U~"=,$J~(V) c V. 

We now define the family of scale irregular Sierpinski gaskets. Let 
F0 = { z0 > zl, z2} be the vertices of a unit equilateral triangle in W2. Let A 
be a finite set, for o E A let 1, E (1, co), m, E N, and for each a, E A let 

be a family of I,-similitudes on R2, with set of essential fixed points Fa, 
which satisfies the axioms for nested fractals. Write F(“) for the nested 
fractal associated with ‘IJ(~), and let t, be the time scaling factor (see [18])) 
of F(“). (Note that the definition of t, just involves the sets F0 and @“I). 

Let E = A”; we call < E Z an environment. We will occasionally need a 
left shift 0 on 2: if t = (J1;<2: . . . ) then ,9[ = (<2.&, . ..). For B c R2 set 

Nq3) = E ~,jqB), 
.;=1 

@F)(B) = @(El) 0.. . 0 @(En)(B). 

Then the fractal J’(t) associated with the environment sequence < is defined 
by 

F(E) = cZ(U,ap(Fo)). (2.3) 

This set is not in general self-similar, but the family {F(E), [ E Z} does 
satisfy the equation F(c) = &I) (F(‘t)). Let H be the closed convex 
hull of Fo. For many examples the families of maps 9(“) will have the 
additional property that @(“j(H) c H for each a E A, and in this case we 
have a slightly simpler description of F(c): 

F(E) = fi @(II). 
n=O 

At this point we fix an environment sequence [, and, except where clarity 
requires it, will drop < from our notation. 

We will use c, c’ to denote unimportant positive constants, which may 
change in value from line to line, and ci to denote positive constants which 
will be fixed in each section. Outside Section % we will refer to the .j-th 
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constant of Section i as ci.j. These constants will in general depend on the 
family of nested fractals specified by XPcn), u E A, but will be independent 
of the particular environment sequence I. 

We define L,, T, and Mn by (1.3). We define the word space W 
associated with F by 

W=(g){1 ,...) m&)=((wl,wz ,... ):l<wi<m& (2.4 
i==l 

For w E W write w(n = (wi,. . . , wn), and 

We write IV, = {(wi,...,w,) : 1 5 Wi 5 m,,l 5 i 5 n} for the 
set of words of length n. Let ,u be the unique measure on F’ such that 
P~A+(F cenE))) = n/r,’ for all w E IV, n 2 0. As for nested fractals we 
define F, = u,, w,, $,(Fo), and call sets of the form &,+(FO) n-cells, 
and the sets $+(F (e”E)) n-complexes. We define a natural graph structure 
on F, by letting (2, y} be an edge if and only if 2, y both belong to the 
same n-cell. This graph is connected by (Al); write ,o~(z, 9) for the graph 
distance in F,. (So P~(z, y) is the length of the shortest chain of edges in 
the graph F, connecting z and 9.) 

DEFINITION 2.2. - Let b, = pl(zO, x1) on the graph F,(“), and set 

B, = fi bC,. 
i=l 

P-6) 

The scaling factors (la, m,, t,, b,) play a fundamental role in what 
follows. We note the following elementary facts: 

L > 1, b, > 2, b, > l,, m, > 3, a E A. (2.7) 

Write m* = max, m,, t* = max, t,, b* = max, b,. 
For many simple nested fractals, such as the SG(2) and SG(3) discussed 

in the introduction, we have 1, = b,. In this case it is easy to see that 
there exists c such that if 2, y E F then 2, y are joined by a piecewise 
linear arc (with in general infinitely many segments) of length less than 
c/z - y]. In general however we can have b, > l,, and then we will have 
to define an intrinsic metric on F. For general nested fractals this takes 
some work - see [15], [7], but here the simple nature of the Sierpinski 
gaskets makes it straightforward. 
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Let 
b’ = max{pr(z y) . z y E F,(“)}, a , ., 

and write bf = max, b’,. Since A is finite, b’,,/ba 5 c for some 
c < cc. It is then easy to verify that if 5, y E F, and m > n then 
pnL(x, Y) = (hJB,)p,(~, Y), and that 

Pnk’Xd L clBn/& if X, y E F, belong to the same k-complex. (2.8) 

Now define 

d(z, y) = B;‘p,(z, y) for 5, y E F,, 712 0. (2.9) 

Then d is well-defined, and from (2.8) we deduce that d extends from U,t F,, 
to a metric d on F. It follows from (2.8) that 

+,Y) F cd,1 if z, y belong to the same k-complex. (2.10) 

Note also that if d(z, y) 5 Bcl then z, y are either in the same k- 
complex or in adjacent k-complexes. If B(z, r) = {y E F : d(x, y) < T}, 
then as the CL-measure of each k-complex is IV&~, we have c2 MC’ 2 
p(B(x,B;,‘)) I: csM;l. Set 

df(n) = g; 
n 

(2.11) 

it follows that if B;l 5 r 5 B;!,, 

cqrdf+) 5 p(B(z, r)) 5 c5rd+), z E F. (2.12) 

Write dimH,d( .) and dim,,( .) for Hausdorff and pack$rg dimension with 
respect to the metric d. The following result follows easily from (2.12) and 
the density theorems for Hausdorff and packing measure - see [6]. 

LEMMA 2.3. - (a) dim,,,(F) = liminf,,, df(n), 
(b) dimp,d(F) = limsup,,, df(n). 

For some simple fractals the distance d is equivalent to Euclidean 
distance. We just prove this for the examples given in the introduction. 

LEMMA 2.4. - Suppose that A = (2,3}, and F(“) is the SG(a) defined 
in the introduction. Then 

12 - Y/I i d(x,y) 5 c615 - YI Z,Y E F. 

Proof. - Note that as 1, = b, for each a E A, L, = B, for all n. If 
z, y E F,, then there exists a path in F, connecting s and y of length 
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L$p,(z,y). SO d(z,y) > 11~ - r~yI for z, y E F,, and this inequality 
extends to F. 

The other inequality requires a little more work. For 3: E F let ~~(5) 
denote the comer of the n-complex containing z which is closest (in 
Euclidean distance) to z, where we adopt some procedure for breaking 
ties. (If z E F, then ~,(a) = 2). We have pn+r(~n+i(~),~n(~)) 2 3, 
so that d(l~~+i(~), K,(Z)) 5 3L;:,. So d(z, /c~(z)) 5 3L;l. For z E F 
let Da(z) denote the union of the n-complexes containing fin(z). Write 
c7 = d/4, and note that B(z,c~L;~) n F c IIn( 

Now let 2, y E F, and choose m such that 9 E Dm(z) - D,+i(z). Then 
12 - Y/I 2 C7-&&? while y and ~~(5) are in the same m-complex. Since 
d(~,(x),~,(y)) 5 L;l, we have 

cl 

3. DHUCHLET FORM AND BROWNIAN MOTION 

We now construct a Dirichlet form & on L2(F, p), following the ideas 
of [8, 14, IO]. It will be useful to keep in mind the interpretation of Dirichlet 
forms in terms of electrical networks - see [5, 141. Note that as F, is a 
discrete set, the space C(F,) of continuous functions on F, is just the 
space of all functions on F,. For f E C(Fa) define 

Eo(f,sj = ; c cf(4 - f(YM4 - 9(Y)). (3.1) 
z,yEFo 

* Set r, = &/ma. we call r, the resistance scaling factor of the nested 
fractal F(“). Set 

(3.2) 

L(f,g) = Rn c ~o(f4mgohd (3.3) 
WEW, 

Then we can write 

fn(.f,g) = ;Rn c e,(z, y)(f(z) - f(y)Mz) - s(Y))j (3.4) 
~,YEF, 
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where e,(z, y) = 1 if there exists w E IV, such that z,y E $,(Fo), and 
e, (z, y) = 0 otherwise. 

The choice of R, above ensures that the Dirichlet forms E, have the 
decimation property 

G-l(g,g) = inf{L(f, f) : fl~,,-~ = s} for 9 E C(Fn-l). (3.5) 

- see [8] for details. We need some further inequalities relating t,: 7% 
and I,. 

LEMMA 3.1. - For each a E A, 

ra 1 & (3.6) 

t, 2 b; 1 2b,. (3.7) 

Proof. - Let g(za) = 0, g(zl) = g(za) = 1, so that &(g,g) = 2. We 
let E1 = a and apply (3.$) in the case n = 1. For (3.6) let f(z) = X for 
5’ E FI - Fa. Then 

El(f, f) = %(2X2 + 4(1 - A)“), 

so that, taking X = 213, we obtain r, 2 312. 
To prove (3.7) let f(z) = min(1, pl(.q,,x)/ba), for 5’ E FI. Let 

i E {l,... , m,}, and consider the l-cell $l”‘(Fo) = {yyl,y2,ya} say. 
Since the distance (in the graph I$“)) between each pair yj, yk is 1, 
we have lf(yj) - f(yk)] 5 b;‘, for each j,Ic, and at least two of the 
f(yj) must be equal. Therefore Ea(f o $I”‘: f o $1”‘) < 2bL2, so that 
2 = &(g,g) 5 r,m,(2bi2). The second inequality in (3.7) is immediate 
from (2.7). cl 

LEMMA 3.2. - For all n 2 0, f E C(F,), 0 5 m 2 n we have 

If(z)-f(y)12 5 QR,~&(~, f) if z,y are in the same m-complex. (3.8) 

Proof. - We can view F,, as an electrical network with associated 
Dirichlet form E, - see [5]. Note that the resistance of an edge in J’, is 
R;l. Write T(Z, y) for the effective resistance between the points z and y 
in the network F,. Then (see [ 141) T is a metric and for f E C( F,) 

If(~) - f(YN2 I d?Y)&n(f,.o (3.9) 

Note first that if k 5 n, z,y E Fk and pk(z,y) = 1 then ~(z,y) 5 l/Rk. 
So if z,y E Fk are in the same (Ic - I)-complex then T(Z, y) 5 b+/Rk. 
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Now let z, y E F,, and suppose that z, y are in the same m-complex. 
Choose z, E F, in the same m-complex as 2, y. Then there exists a chain 
z m= Gn,Gn+1,...,Gt = x such that xk E Fh and x&l, xk are in the 
same (k - 1)-complex. Hence 

+m,X) 5 2 T(xk--l,xk) 5 b+ 2 l/Rk 

k=m+l k=m+l 
n--m 

5 b+R,l c(2/3)j < 2b+R,l, 
j=l 

where we used (3.7) in the last line. Combining this with (3.9) proves the 
lemma with cl = 4bS. 0 

The decimation property (3.5) implies that if f : F -+ Iw then 
8, (fjF,, flF,) is non-decreasing in 71. This enables us to define a limiting 
bilinear form (8,.7-J by 

and 
f(f,f) = ~cr)Cf,f) = lim &(f,f) , f c 3. 

n+co 
The following result is proved from Lemma 3.2 in the same way as 

Theorem 4.14 of [16]. 

THEOREM 3.3. - (a) The bilinear form (&, 3) is a regular local Dirichlet 
form on L2(F, p). 
fb) If(x) - f(y)l” 5 clf(.f, f) for all f E 3. 

Note also that from (3.8) we deduce for f E 3 

If(x)-f(y)12 5 clR;‘E(f, f) if x,y are in the same m-complex. (3.10) 

We need some further properties of the Dirichlet form E, and begin 
by proving the following Poincare inequality. For u E C(F) we write 
u = SF udp. 

LEMMA 3.4. - For f E 3 

E(f, f) 2 CalIf - fllk (3.11) 

Proof. - Let g = f - f. Then from Lemma 3.2, for x,y E F, 
(g(x) - dY)>2 = (fb4 - f(YN2 5 c1f(.f, f>. so* c~f(f, f) = cl/- /- W, fMdxM&) L ss (s(x) - dd2/4W~(dd 

= 2 
.I 

g(x)2,u(dx). El 
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The following decomposition of Dirichlet forms is along the same lines 
as that given in [15], but the non-constant environment gives it a more 
cumbersome form. We use notation such as J&(l) to denote the quantity 
R, associated with the environment sequence 6. 

LEMMA 3.5. - For f E F, n >_ 0, 

Pro& - If m 2 n then 

Letting m -+ 00 the result follows. 0 

4. TRANSITION DENSITY ESTIMATES: UPPER IXWND!3 

Let Pt be the semigroup of positive operators associated with the D&i&let 
form (E, 3) on L2 (F, cl) T and let (A, D(A)) be the infinitesmal generator 
of (P,) - see [9]. As (E, F) is regular and local, there exists a Feller 
diffusion (X,, t 2 0, P”, 3; E F) with semigroup P,, which we will 
call Brownian motioPt on F. As in [S] we deduce from Theorem 3.3 
that GA = j eTXtP& has a bounded symmetric density g~(z, y) with 
respect to @. As gx(z, y) E jr C G(F), gx(z, .) is continuous for each 
2:. As in Lemma 2.9 of [7], it follows that Pt has a bounded symmetric 
density p, (z, y) with respect to p, and that pt (z, g) satisfies the ~bap~- 
Ko~ogorov equations. We now obtain upper bounds on pt(z, 7~), canning 
with the on-diagon~ upper bound, where we follow closely the ~gument 
of 1171. 

LEMMA 4.1. - There is a constant cl such that if T7;’ < t < Tn;Il then 
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ProoJ: - For w E W, write fW = f o ‘4’/W and 

Note that for v E C(F,), v = Jwdp = CurEWn Ml’&. 
Let ua E D(d) with ua > 0 and 11~011r = 1. Set q(z) = (P,u,)(z) 

and g(t) = Il~tllf. W e remark that g is continuous and decreasing. As the 
semigroup is Markov, jj~~/lr = 1, and using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4, 

$S(i) = -Xq-W-k) 

= -2 c R,E(B”E) (ut 0 &JJ, ut 0 ?hJ) (by 3.12) 
W,EW, 

< -&.I& c (ut,w - qJ2ddenE) UJ .I 
= -ZC~.~ R,M, 

s 
&p + %I& c @,w 

ul 

Since M,R, = T,, we have g’(t) 5 -cT,(g(t) - M,), for all n > 0. 
Therefore 

-$log(g(t) - Mn) 2 CT,, if g(t) > M,. (4.3) 

Let s, = inf{t > 0 : g(t) 5 MC} for n E N. Thus (4.3) holds for 
0 < t < s,. Integrating (4.3) from s,+2 to s,+r we obtain 

cTn(s,+l - s,+2) 6 - log (dsn+d - Mn) + 1% (dsn+d - Mn) 

= log (J&+2 - Mn)/(Mn+l - MJ I log b* + 0 

Thus s,+~ - s,+~ 5 c(T,)-‘, and iterating this we have 

s, 5 c 2 (T/J-l L c2(7’J1. 

kn-1 

This implies that g(c2/Tn) 5 g(sn) = M,. It follows that there exists 
cl < cc such that if T;l 5 t < T;?, then 

g(t) 5 clMn. 
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Finally 

and as D(A) is dense in F’, this proves the Lemma. 0 
As in [7], Lemma 4.6 we can now use the symmetry of ~~(2, y), and 

the fact that it satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations, to deduce that 
pt(z, y) is jointly continuous in 2, y for each t. We therefore obtain from 
Lemma 4.1 the pointwise bound 

14x, YY> 5 clj’%, x, Y E F. (4.4) 

For any process 2 on F define the stopping times S,“( 2) by $J( 2) = 
inf{t 1 0 : 2, E Fk}, and 

$(Z) = inf{t > St-,(Z) : Zt E F~\{Zs~~,~z~}}; 

these are the times of the successive visits to Fk by Z. We define the 
crossing times on level k by IVF( Z) = Sf (Z) - S’f-, (Z), and write 
Sk = Sf (X), IV,” = W,“(X). We now recall some properties of X and 
the crossing times - see [4, 181 for details. Let Y,” = Xs: ; then Y” is 
a simple random walk on F,. The ‘Einstein relation’ t, = mara implies 
that E.WF(Ym) = T,/T, for i 1 1, n <_ m. If X; = qFnttl then, as 
in [4], we have that the processes X” converge a.s. to X. We also have 
W,R (X”) -+ Win(X) a.s. and in L2 as m --+ 00, from which we deduce 
that EWE = T;’ for n 2 0, i > 1. 

Now fix z E F,, and B be the union of the n-complexes tiw (F), 
w E IV, which contain z. Write Sn = inf{t > 0 : X, 4 B}, and note that 
E”SB = T;l. For x E B we have SB 5 5’; P” -a.s., and since Sy, m > 11, 
is a decreasing sequence with limit 0 (as X is non-constant), we deduce 

w 
SB I: c(s; - s;+y. (4.5) 

As Xsz+l E pi+r, we have E(Si - Sf’l) 5 y(&+,)Ti;\, where r(n) is 
such mat if <I = a and 5’0 = inf {r > 0 : Y,! E Fo}, &en 

max E”So = r(a). 
?IEF,(“) 

(Note that as Y’ is for each a a random walk on the irreducible set F,‘“‘. 
$a) is f%ni@.) Let e3 = max, $a), From (4.4) we have, for z E B, 

(4.6) 
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Since SB I t + ~(s~,~)(SB - t) we have, from (4.6), 

E”Sl? I t + E”(l(SB>t)EyS~)) 
5 t + P”(SB > t)qT;‘. 

SO P*(SB < t) < c,‘T,t + (1 - CT’), and as S’B = WY P”-as., we 
deduce there exist cs > 0, c6 E (0,l) such that 

P”(w;” 5 t) 5 cgTnt + c6, t 1 0. (4.7) 

This bound is quite crude, but we can now, as in [2], use it to derive a 
much better estimate on P”(W;1 < t). 

We first define 

k=k(m,n)==inf 
T 

jzO:*>g 
B m 

. 
m+j 

(4.8) 

As the function k(ml n) plays a crucial role in our bounds, we need to 
spend a little time exploring its properties. First, we recall the inequalities 
2 5 b, <_ b*, 4 5 t, <_ t*, 2 < b, 5 t,/b, 5 t*/2, from (2.7) and 
Lemma 3.1. 

If m 1 n then T,/B, 2 T,/B,, so k(m,n) = 0. If m < n then as 
T,/B, < T,/B, we deduce that k(m, n) > n - m. On the other hand, 
writing k = k(m,n), we have 

2”-l < 
T m+k-dTwl < T ,T < (,*>n-m 

- &+&B, n m - ’ 

so that 

n - m < k(m, n) <_ cT(n - m) when m < n. (4.9) 

Note also from (4.9) and the remarks preceding that if m < n then 
n < m + k 5 m + c?(n - m) < (1 f c7)n. Therefore, 

n I m + k(m, n) L (1 + cT)n ifm<n. (4.10) 

Using the bounds on t,/ba above we have, for i 2 0, 

2- i+1 T m-t1 T m+l+l+i T 

B m-b1 ’ &+I+~+; - 
< (,*/2)‘+‘+ 

m+l 

from which it follows that 

Ik(m + 1, n) - k( m,n)) 5 cs, for all m,n. (4.11) 
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So, we have, 

We now define the approximate walk and spectral dimensions, 

d,(m) = 5, d,(m) = “;$fm. (4.13) 
m m 

LEMMA 4.2. - Let 0 < t < 1, 0 < r < 1, and let n! m sati& 

T,-l < t < T-l - n-l, B;l < r < B-l - m-l' 

Then writing k = k(m, n), 

;exp(c9B;.k) < cxp( (rd.(~+k’)l’(dw(in+k)-l)) 

5 exp(clo~). (4.14) 

Proof. - If m 2 n then k = 0, and so B,+k/B,=l. Since d,(m,) 5 
log t*/ log2 5 c, and r 5 cB;l, we have rdw (m+k) = rhTm/ b+~Bm < 

cT$, so that rdw(mt-k)/t 5 cT,/T, < c’. As rdu(m+k)/t 2 0 the low& 
bound is clear. It follows that (4.14) holds. 

If m < n then writing Q = d, (m + Ic), 

rQ/t 5 cT,/Bg 5 cT,+k /(&+kB:-‘) = c(&~+k/&)a-l. 

with a similar lower bound. cl 

LEMMA 4.3. - There exist constants ql, ~12 such that ifk = k(m, n) then 

Proof. - If j 2 0, then for the process X to cross one m-complex it must 
cross at least N = B,+i/B, (m + j)-complexes. So 
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where Vi are i.i.d. and have distribution W~L+3. Lemma 1.1 of [2] states 
that if P(Vz < s) 5 ~0 + QS, where pa E (0,l) and IY > 0, then 

log+ <_ t>< 2(~Nt,po)~/~ - Nlog(l,~o). (4.16) 

Thus, using (4.7) and (4.16), we have 

logP(W,” 5 T,-l) 

2 c13(BpIL+j/Bm)“2[(T,+j/T,)1’2 - ~14(Bm+j/B,)“‘]. (4.17) 
Given k = k(m,n) as above, there exists cl5 and k. such that 
k - cl5 5 ko 5 k, and 

Provided ko 2 1 we deduce 

logwy I T,-l) I -~c13c11Bm+ko/& I -C12Kn+lc/% 

Choosing cl1 large enough we have 1 < cl1 exp(-c&,+k/B,) whenever 
k < cl5 + 1, so that (4.15) holds in all cases. q 

LEMMA 4.4. - There exist constants ~11, cl6 such that if 0 < t < 1, 
0 < r < 1, and n,m satisfy 

T,-l < t < T-l - n-l, B,’ < r < B-l - m-11 

and k = k(m,n) then for x E F 

P”h~t4L4 L 4 
-- 

5 cl1 exp( -cl6 ( rdw(i+k)) l’(dw(m+i)-l)). (4.18) 

Proof. - Let mo be such that 2cz.1B;i I T L 2c2,1B-1 -1"0-1' Then 
Im - moJ 5 c. From (2.10) we have that d(z, y) i c2.1B1 if x,y are 
in the same l-complex. So, d(X,,z) 5 2~2,~B;i 5 T for 0 5 s I SF. 
Therefore, writing ko = k( ma, n), 

P”(o~p<td(X,,x) 2 r) 5 Pz(SlmO I t) 
-- 

<_ P(ST”” 5 T,-l) 

i. ~11 e~p(-wJLa+kol%,) 
5 cl1 exp(-c%+k/G), (using (4.12)) 
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by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. cl 

THEOREM 4.5. - There exist constants ~17. cl8 such that if 0 < 1’ < 1. 
X, y E F, and n, m satisfy 

T,-l 2 t < T-l n-l’ B,l L d(GY) < KL 

and k = k(m,n) then 

Pt(T Y) 

(4.20) 

Proof. - Noting that Mn 5 ct- ds(n)/2, this is proved from (4.4) and 

(4.19) 

Lemma 4.4 by exactly the same argument as in Theorem 6.2 of [3]. 0 

Remark. - Note that the bound (4.20) may also be written in the form 

pt(z, y) 5 cn/i7, exp(-c’&+lc/&), (4.21) 

where m, n satisfy (4.19), and k = k(m,n). 

5. LOWER BOUNDS 

In this section we use techniques developed in [3], [7] to obtain lower 
bounds on p,(z, y) which will be identical, apart from the constants, to 
the upper bound (4.20). 

LEMMA 5.1. - There exists a constant cl such that if T7;l 5 t then 

pt(x,x) 2 clM, for all IC E E. (5.1) 

Proof. - Note from Lemma 4.4 that if 7’ = XB;l, with X > b*, then 

where m < n satisfies B&l 5 XB;l < B,?,, and k = k(m,,n). Note that 
X < 
This 

(b*)n-m+l. Since mfk > n we have Bm+k/Bnl > B,/B, 2 2”-m. 

B,+k/B, 2 cA“‘~~“~~~*, 
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so that there exists c2 > 0 such that 

P”(d(x,X,) > r) 5 cexp(-c’X@). (5.2) 

Now let X = X0 be large enough so the left hand side of (5.2) 
equals f. Then by (2.12) p(B(z, XoB;l)) 5 cM;l, and so writing 
G = B(z, X&;l) we have P(X, E G) > $. So, using Cauchy-Schw~z, 

i 5 JYXt E W2 = (1 P&, y)p(&))‘, 
G 

We need to extend this ‘on-diagonal lower bound’ to a ‘near-diagonal 
lower bound’, which we do via an estimate on the Hiilder continuity of 
the heat kernel. 

LEMMA 5.2. - Let m 2 0, n 2 0, and T;l < t, d(x,x’) 4 B,:,. Then 
for each y E F, 

In particular pt (. , .) is unifomtly continuous on F x F for each t > 0. 

Proof. - By (3.10) if x,x’ are in the same m-complex then 

If-%(x, y) - P&c Y>12 5 @3%4, Yh&Yl>>. 

As in [7] Lemma 6.4, we have, writing G(X) = ~t/z(z,~~), 

&m/2% f&u) i c(t/2)-111~ll~~ 

5 ct-lpt(y,~) < ~‘t-~&&, < c”T,M,. 

(5.4) 

As Z’, = A&h?, we deduce #at (5.3) holds if x,x’ are in the same m- 
complex. If now we just have d(z,g’) < B;?,, then there is a chain of 
at most b+ m-complexes linking 2, zr’, and again we have, adjusting the 
constant c, that (5.3) holds. q 

LEMMA 5.3. - There exist 174, c5 such that if T;l < t, then 
u 

p&,2/) 2 c4wL whenever d(x, y) 5 ~$3,~. (5.5) 
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Pr00f. - We can find c such that there exists m with n < m < n + c and 
Rn/& 2 (3/2P-n 2 4cJc1 2 2. As m - n < c we have B,?, _ 5 n > c B-l 
for some constant cg . So if d(z, y) 5 cg B;’ then by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, 

We can now use a standard chaining argument to obtain general lower 
bounds on pt from Lemma 5.3. 

THEOREM 5.4. - There exist constants cg, c7 such that ifs, y in F, t E (0,l) 
and 

T,-l < t < T-l - n-1, B,l i +,Y) < B,:,, 

( ( 
-c7 (qx, y)dd(m+k) 

> 

ll(d,(m+k)-l) 
~~(2, y) 2 c6t-ds(“)/2 exp 

t > - 

. (5 s) 

Proof. - Using (5.5) we see that the bound is satisfied if m 2 n. Now let 
m < n, write k = k(m, n), and choose j, 1 with 0 < j < 1 < c such that 

2l-j 2 3b*/Q, (b*y < (ab*)j; 

note that such a choice is possible, with a constant c depending only on 
c2 and b*. We then have 

B m+k+l < B 
B 

m+k+j @a)“-j 5 T;;t++*)L-j < e2 (5.7) 
m+k - Bm+k 

and 
3b” 3b*$--l c2 

B m+k+l ’ B,+k+j ’ Bm+ki-j’ 
(5.8) 

Let N = B m+k+j/Bm. Since d(z, y) 5 b*B;l there exists a chain 
II: = zo,i?l,...,zN 
B(-G, b*B,;,+i 

= y with d(zi-r,zi) I b*B;\k+j. Let G, = 
); then, if ZQ E Gi, we have 

d(x+ x;) < 3b*B,;,+, < C2B;:k+j. 

Let s = t/N, then 

(5.9) 

82 
&Tl B ml-k 1 

Tn%+lc+z ’ Tm+lcBm+k+i ’ Tm+h+J’ 
(5.10) 
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From (5.5), (5.9) and (5.10) we have p8(xi+i, xi) 2 cM,+~+~ 2 c/Mm+,+. 
Therefore since p(G;) 2 caik&$, and nx + k > n, 

> CMm+k exp(-CON) L CM, exp(-clo&+k/&). 
Using Lemma 4.2 completes the proof. q 

Proof of Theorem 1.Z. - This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4 
and Theorems 4.5 and 5.4. q 

6. EXAMPLES 

In this section we apply Theorems 4.5 and 5.4 to see how oscillations in 
the environment sequence & relate to oscillations in the transition density. 

For the environment sequence E set 

h,(n) = n-1 2 l(++ a E A. 
i=l 

Let (p,) be a probability distribution on A, and suppose that < satisfies, for 
some regularly varying increasing function g, 

h,(n) -+ p, as n + cc for each a E A, (6.1) 

IL(n) -paI i n-lg(n), n 2 1, a E A. 63.2) 

Note that if 0 < pa < 1 then lim inf IT&(~) - np,I > 0, so that the rate 
of convergence given by taking g(n) = O(1) is the fastest possible. We 
take g(0) = 1. 

We have 

Let 

2 C, h,(n) log ma c, ha (n> log &I 
ds(n) = ~,h,(n)logt, ’ dw(n) = ~ah,(n)logb,’ (6.3) 

4 = 1’; d,(n) = 
2 C, Pa log ma 

c p, log t , 
a a 

and define d, similarly. 
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If (p,), (qa) are probability distributions on A, and for a E A, u,, u, 
satisfy ?I.* 2 u, 2 c -1, w* 2 v, 2 cl, then elementary calculations yield 

Therefore (6.1), (6.2) imply that 

$(n) - cl,\ < cg+ s(n), l&l(n) - &.I i w-lg(g. (6.5) 

Let 
f/J(t) = g(log(l/t)), t E @,I). 

THEOREM 6.1. - Let [ satisb (6.1) and (6.2). Thenfor 0 < t < 1, z, 9 E F 

Proof. - Let 7’~~ 5 t < T;dl, B&l 5 T = d(z? y) < II,:, . Then, since 
4” < T,, < (t*)“, and similar bounds hold for I?,,, we h&e 

crz < log(l/t) < C’7L, cm _< log(l/r) 5 c’m. 

So by (6.5) 

t-“.(n)/2 < t-ds/2t-cdg(n) - 
5 t-d~/2 exp(cg(c’nj) 5 t-d-,/2 exp(c5$(l/t)). 

For the off-diagonal term we have, writing u = rdxc/t, 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

d,-1 
gdw(m+k)-d,” 

mfk 

so that if Y = (& - &(m + k))/(d, - 1) then 

Bm+kfBm 2 CUl/(dw-r)By 
m+k’ (6.10) 

If m < n then using (4.10) we have C’TL < log B,+k 5 c”n, and SO 

log BY m+k 1 -c+L(m + k) - d,l 2 -‘g(n), (6.11) 
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while if m 2 n then Bm+k /B, = 1. From (4.21) we have 

pt(z, y) 5 ~t-~~(“)/~ exp(-cBm+k/Bln), 

and combining this with (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) we obtain (6.6). 
The lower bound is proved in exactly the same way. 0 
The on-diagonal bounds here are (up to constants) the best possible. Set 

q&z) = pt(z, z)tY 

THEOREM 6.2. - Let .$ satisfy (6.1) and suppose there exists a sequence 
n; --+ 00 such that 

Then if s; = T;l, 

qs,(z) 1 fw(c?Cl(l/si)), i 1 1. (6.13) 

Similarly, if n;(d,(ni) - d,) < g(ni), then qS1(z) 5 exp(-c+(l/si)) for 
i 2 1. 

Proof. - From Theorem 5.4, and using the calculations in Theorem 6.1 
we have 

qs, (x) > (-sp -da(nt))‘2 2 cexp(c’g(n;)) L cexp(c’llr(llsi)), 

which establishes (6.13). The upper bound is proved in the same way. •i 

Remark. - Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 imply that the bounds on p, of the kind 
which hold for regular fractals such as nested fractals or Sierpinski carpets, 
(see [3, 15]), hold for scale irregular Sierpinski gaskets if and only if the 
convergence of d,(n) to d, is as fast as possible, so that the function g 
in (6.2) satisfies g(n) < K for all n. 

We can apply Theorem 6.1 to the case when the environment random 
variables & (defined on a probability space (Q, F, P)) are i.i.d. with (non- 
degenerate) distribution (p,). By the law of the iterated logarithm the 
random variables h,(n) satisfy (6.2) with g(n) = C(w)(n log log n)li2, 
where P(C(w) < co) = 1. Applying Theorem 6.1, and writing 4(t) = 
max{((log(l/t)) logloglog(l/t))‘/2, l), we have 
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COROLLARY 6.3. - There exists a constant C = C(w) E (0, m) such that 
,for 0 < t < 1 and z,y E F(c(w)), P - U.S., 

pt(2, y) 5 c*rdJ2eC4@) ..,( -,,,-cd@) ( d(j.iy)dw) l’idw-l)), (6.14) 

with a similar lower bound. 

Remark. - In [lo] it was proved that for each E > 0 there exist c~(E. w), 
Q(E, w) such that for z, g E F(E(U)) 

Pnp( -cs ( d(z, ydtu+‘) ‘-)~ (6.15) 

Setting T = d(z, y) let a(~, t), b(r, t) denote the right hand sides of 
(6.14) and (6.15) respectively. Since limtlo t”ecb(t) = 0, we have that 
~$0, t) < b(0, t) for all sufficiently small t. With a little more labour 
we can also show that a(~, t) < b(r, t) for all sufficiently small T, t, so 
that, neglecting constants, the bound in (6.14) improves that of (6.15). (Of 
course, this is to be expected, since Theorem 5.4 shows that the bounds in 
Theorem 4.5 are, up to constants, the best possible). 

Note, however, that for the on diagonal bounds there is less oscillation 
in the random recursive case [ll] than that observed here. 

7. SPECTRAL RESULTS 

Write L for the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup (P,): we call 
L the LqZucian on the fractal F. The uniform continuity of p, (see 
Lemma 5.2) implies that Pt is a compact operator on L2 (F, CL), so that 
Pt , and hence -C, has a discrete spectrum. Let 0 2 X1 5 . . . be the 
eigenvalues of -L, and let N(X) = #{Xi : A; < A} be the eigenvalue 
counting function. 

Since 

J 
Pt(G G(d4 = eastIf( t > 0, 

F 

using (4.20) and (5.6) we have 

CIM, I e -“‘TRN(ds) < c2Mn, n > 0. (7.1) 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. - There exist constants c3, c4, c:, such that if X > c3 and 
YL is such that T,-1 5 X < I!?? then 

c,X~~(“)/~ _< N(X) < c,A”~(“)/~. (7.2) 

Proof. - It is sufficient to prove that there exists cs > 0 such that 

cMn 5 N(T,) 5 c’M,, for ?% 2 cs. 

The right hand inequality is easy. From (7.1) 

./ 

TV, 
WK 2 e-“‘TnN(ds) > e-lN(T,). 

0 

For the left hand inequality, let T < n and note that 

cln/l, L N(G) + 
J 

e-“~TvN(ds). 
T,, 

We have 

< - c e-T&/T? N(Tk+,) 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 
k=n 

w 

2 cMP c m*(m*)‘- exp(-4k-T). 
k=n 

(7.5) 

So there exists cg > 0 such that if n, > cs then there exists n - cs 5 r < n 
such that 

e -“‘TTN(ds) 5 ;~& 

We therefore deduce that N(T,) 1 &M,. 2 c’M, by the choice of r for 
n > c6. 0 

Finally, we consider the case, mentioned in Section 6, when the 
environment sequence is i.i.d. with non-degenerate distribution (p,). Let 
$(A) = ((logx)logloglogx) ‘i2. Combining Proposition 7.1 with the 
calculations made in Section 6 we obtain 

COROLLARY 7.2. - There exists positive constants ~7, cg such that P-a.s. 

0 < lim sup N(A$~Oci’ < lim inf N($;y(*) < 00. 
x-02 s x-xc s 
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